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CMS to relocate its Bucharest office to One Tower

On 11 April 2022, international law firm CMS will move into its new Bucharest office in One Tower, a class

A office building that is part of the multifunctional development One Floreasca City, one of the largest

urban regeneration projects in the central area of Bucharest.

Horea Popescu, Managing Partner of CMS Romania, comments: “This move represents an exciting milestone for

our Bucharest team. When planning the relocation, choosing a premium location in the centre of Bucharest that

meets the highest standard of design and services was a priority for us, One Tower being known for its focus on

sustainability and user-wellbeing. This new space meets CMS's vision as a future facing law firm and will further

support the firm’s strong and collaborative culture. Following the implementation of a modern design concept,

what our people and clients will find here is not just a workplace, but a space for developing and nurturing

relationships within the team and with our clients.”

One Tower is the first office building in Romania to obtain the LEED v4 Platinum Building Design and

Construction certification, the highest level required by this certification. This is complemented by the WELL

Health-Safety certification, which ensures that office occupants have superior health and safety conditions at work.

One Tower’s green footprint is in line with CMS’s sustainability goals and the firm will occupy one-and-a-half

floors on a seven-year lease. CMS Bucharest’s new office was designed with exceptional attention to detail to

create a welcoming and comfortable working environment for employees, with modern, bright spaces as well as

generous terraces and spectacular views. The firm’s office in One Tower integrates the latest technologies, such as

high-performance heating and ventilation systems, providing a modern and collaborative space for CMS’s people

and clients.

CMS has had a presence in Romania since 1999 and occupied its previous office space for 15 years. The firm

currently employs approximately 100 lawyers, tax consultants and staff, making it one of the largest law firms in

the country.

The firm’s new Bucharest address is: One Tower, 165 Calea Floreasca, 12th – 14th floors, District 1, 014459

Bucharest, Romania.

Founded in 1999, CMS is an integrated, multi-jurisdictional organisation of law firms that offers full-service legal

and tax advice. With 80 offices in over 40 countries across the world and more than 5,000 lawyers, CMS has
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long-standing expertise both in advising in its local jurisdictions and across borders. From major multinationals

and mid-caps to enterprising start-ups, CMS provides the technical rigour, strategic excellence and long-term

partnership to keep each client ahead in its chosen markets.

The CMS member firms provide a wide range of expertise across 19 practice areas and sectors, including

Corporate / M&A, Energy & Climate Change, Funds, Life Sciences & Healthcare, TMC, Tax, Banking & Finance,

Commercial, Antitrust, Competition & Trade, Dispute Resolution, Employment & Pensions, Intellectual Property

and Real Estate.
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